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Introduction: What We Know About the Facebook Decision

On February 6, 2019, the German Bundeskartellamt decided its long-awaited Facebook case, kicking off what promises to be years of litigation. Next stop: Higher Regional Court of Düsseldorf. As the decision is not yet publicly available, what we know so far stems from three documents that the Bundeskartellamt has published so far: a press release, a background paper, and a case summary. For competition lawyers, this means that some reading between the lines is necessary in order to understand the essence of the case: the theory of harm it relies on. This is worth the while, as Facebook may represent an important step into European competition law’s future in digital markets.

The Theory of Harm in Facebook

The Bundeskartellamt takes issue with Facebook’s practice of third-party tracking, i.e. its collection of personal user data through the tracking of user behavior on other websites or applications. The German authority found that third-party data is made available to Facebook in a number of instances, e.g. when users use digital services that are owned by Facebook, such as WhatsApp or Instagram; when a third-party website embeds visible Facebook interfaces such as the "Like" or the "Share" buttons - even if the user does not click on any such option; and also when a website relies on Facebook Analytics without this being visible to the user. In order for Facebook to track user behavior, the user does not need to be logged onto or registered with Facebook. By combining extensive third-party data sets with the data it gathers through its own website and applications, Facebook is able to turn multi-source data into comprehensive user profiles. Users do not freely agree to this practice, as theirs is an all-or-nothing choice: Either access Facebook’s popular social networking services and accept its exploitative data practices, or be shut out from that dominant social network. In the eyes of the Bundeskartellamt, this does not represent voluntary consent.

For the Bundeskartellamt, Facebook has a special responsibility under the competition laws due to its dominant position on the German market for social networks. The case rests on the finding that Facebook abused its dominant position through the extent to which it collects, uses, and merges data in user accounts. This amounts to an exploitative abuse akin to excessive prices, with the twist that in this digital market, it is excessive data that is being collected.

Comment

At a time at which data is widely regarded as the new oil of the economy, and users pay for digital services with their personal data (and their eyeballs) rather than with money, there is a possibility that digital platforms exploit users through excessive data collection. Through amendments of its Competition Act, the German legislature has already drawn attention to the importance of data for competition law: Under Section 18(3a) of the Act, the assessment of a company’s market position in multi-sided markets should now consider access to data that is relevant to competition. In addition, the Act also recognizes in Section 18(2a) that a relevant antitrust market may exist where a service is provided free of charge in monetary terms. The Facebook decision is the first major case that navigates the question of what type of abuse merits antitrust scrutiny in the data-driven digital environment. In Europe,
competition law has mostly neglected exploitative abuses in recent years. With the Facebook case, this may be set to change.

A controversial issue in the Facebook case is its relationship with the EU’s data protection laws. The Bundeskartellamt is of the opinion that Facebook does not obtain effective user consent for its data gathering and processing practices under the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). This understanding is backed by a passage in the GDPR’s recitals, which states that consent by a data subject “is presumed not to be freely given if ... the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is dependent on the consent despite such consent not being necessary for such performance.” This data protection breach by Facebook, according to the authority, is linked to Facebook’s market power. The Facebook case appears to rely on a breach of data protection rules which, framed from the vantage point of competition law, constitutes user exploitation. Here, it may be worthwhile to reflect on whether or not such a competition law infringement needs to be premised on a breach of data protection rules.

The Bundeskartellamt’s analysis of the abuse of dominance relies on the asymmetry in the bargaining power between Facebook and its users. Users are overwhelmingly unaware of the extent of third-party tracking and of the value of their personal data that Facebook gathers, merges and exploits commercially. Facebook, on the other hand, relies on personal user data for its commercial success, which in turn reinforces its dominant market position. By relying on this imbalance, the authority makes its case for an exploitative abuse. The authority also believes that Facebook’s data practices inflict competitive harm on advertising customers and competitors.

The Facebook case was decided based on Section 19(1) of the German Competition Act. In that respect, it might be recalled that national rules on abuse of dominance may be stricter than their European equivalent, Article 102 TFEU. However, Article 102 TFEU may just as well provide a suitable basis for such an antitrust action, as it explicitly prohibits “directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions” (Article 102(a) TFEU). This is also recognized by the Bundeskartellamt.

The German authority relies on judgments by the German Bundesgerichtshof in which the latter held contract terms to be abusive within the meaning of competition law if they violated the German Civil Code. The authority argues that this must also hold true for violations of data protection rules. Under European competition law, one might look to cases such as SABAM or Duales System Deutschland in order to establish benchmarks for data policies that are unfair within the meaning of Article 102(a) TFEU. These cases show that while exclusive data collection may constitute a new type of abuse, it can rely on precedent in order to flesh out the theory of harm that it relies upon.

In the early case of SABAM (1974), the Court of Justice of the European Union held that a collecting society’s trading conditions may be unfair where the society’s members need to agree to conditions that are not indispensable for the contract, “and which thus encroach unfairly upon a member’s freedom to exercise his copyright.” And in Duales System Deutschland (2001), the European Commission held that a company in a dominant position needed to observe the principle of proportionality in its commercial terms in order for them to be compliant with Article 102(a) TFEU.

This analysis, it would seem, can be transferred to the data exploitation that is at issue in Facebook. It is also in line with the view of the EU’s data protection advisory body, which
holds that the collection of personal data may be unfair where third-party tracking goes beyond the user’s reasonable expectations.\textsuperscript{16} Under EU competition law, the respective bargaining power of users on the one side and the social network on the other, as well as the proportionality between what a user gives in terms of third-party data and what he receives in return, will need to be at the heart of any such analysis.
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Introduction

On February 6, 2019, the Bundeskartellamt (Federal Cartel Office - “FCO”) ruled that Facebook abused its dominant position as a social network in Germany by imposing exploitative business terms on its counterparties, Facebook users. The terms highlighted by the FCO allow Facebook to collect and combine data from non-Facebook services such as Facebook’s subsidiaries WhatsApp and Instagram, and from non-owned third-party sites.

The case is ground-breaking because it is the first to establish an infringement of competition law rules because practices were in conflict with data protection principles. We review this finding, and consider the potential for the approach to gain traction outside Germany.

However, the case also raises more traditionally economic issues in the ongoing debate about “Big Data” and antitrust, i.e. the value of data for competition and the application of antitrust to the digital industry. Those important aspects, less noticed in the early reactions to the decision, are the principal focus of this comment.2

Facts of the Case

Facebook operates a social network which users can join for free. Facebook monetizes its service substantially through targeted advertising.3 This means that Facebook collects data about users to develop user profiles which will allow identification of the type of advertising most likely of interest to a particular user.4 The FCO accepts that it is an essential component of Facebook’s business model to aggregate data per user based on the user’s interactions with the Facebook platform. Users, the FCO says, know that the data they make available through their Facebook account will be collected and used to a certain extent. However, many users are unaware, according to the FCO, that Facebook also collects data about them outside of the Facebook platform: Facebook collects data about users not only through two of its other companies, WhatsApp and Instagram, but also through third-party websites which have embedded so-called “Facebook Business Tools” - such as “Like,” “Share,” or “Facebook Login” buttons, or which use analytical services such as “Facebook Analytics.” This data flows to Facebook, which combines it with data users provide directly on the Facebook platform and uses it for numerous data processing purposes.5

The Federal Cartel Office’s Decision

The FCO found that Facebook is active on the private social network market where Facebook’s counterparties are the private users.6 The market is limited to Germany and within that geography the FCO concluded that Facebook holds a dominant position because Facebook’s remaining rivals are limited to some smaller German providers of social networks.7

Due to this dominant position, the FCO found that Facebook has a much stronger position than its counterparties, Facebook users. Users who create a Facebook account therefore have no choice but to accept Facebook’s data collection practices when signing-up to the Facebook social network service. This includes “ticking a box” allowing Facebook to collect personal data about the user from other apps and sites. The FCO concluded that any idea that the user has a choice is illusionary, since there are only two binary options: (1) accept Facebook’s terms and conditions, including the data collection from non-Facebook platforms and sites, which the FCO labels as excessive; or (2) not have a Facebook account.8 Based on
the FCO’s assessment - in discussion with data protection authorities - this approval of Facebook’s terms and conditions does not meet the criterion of “voluntary consent” under the European General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) and were therefore in conflict with the data protection principles protected by the GDPR.9

The FCO then relies on the German Federal Court of Justice’s case law to find that Facebook’s GDPR infringement also constitutes an infringement of the German Competition Act’s abuse of dominance prohibition (Section 19(1)). Specifically the German Federal Court of Justice has ruled that violations of the German Civil code10 or constitutional rights11 can be abusive under Section 19(1) “in particular if the fact that such terms and conditions are applied is a manifestation of market power or superior power of the party using the terms”12 or “where one contractual party is so powerful that it is practically able to dictate the terms of the contract and the contractual autonomy of the other party is abolished.”13 The FCO concludes that, in this case, Facebook is the more powerful party and the law must therefore intervene to balance the interests of Facebook and its users: “It is the authority’s view that the European data protection regulations, which are based on constitutional rights, can or, considering the case-law of the highest German court …, must be considered when assessing whether data processing terms are appropriate under competition law.”14

This exploitative abuse of Facebook’s users is, however, not only a GDPR issue but relevant also for the dynamics of the market, because “the conduct of online businesses is highly relevant from a competition law perspective.”15 Social networks are, the FCO notes, data-driven products, and access to personal data of users is thus essential for a social network’s market position. On that basis, the question of how a company handles personal data is not only a data protection concern but also an economic issue, and thus one relevant for competition authorities. We return to this below.

The FCO concluded that Facebook’s processing of data from third-party sources is not required to operate the social network or to monetize the social network because, as a personal network, this could largely be based on the data obtained through the user’s interaction with the Facebook platform itself.16 The FCO therefore required Facebook to either seek effective voluntary consent from its users for the extensive data collection; or allow users to have a Facebook account without consenting to that wider collection.17 Facebook has appealed the FCO decision.

Opinion

While the FCO’s decision is groundbreaking in as far as it combines antitrust and data protection, it is entirely in line with the newly conventional wisdom among antitrust authorities that data is an important asset with economic value. The FCO’s finding that “Facebook’s comprehensive data sources are highly relevant for competition as a social network is driven by such personal data”18 is in line with precedents from e.g. the European Commission (“Commission”). The importance of datasets as an “asset” relevant to a market analysis under antitrust has been well-established in e.g. the Commission’s merger decisions such as Google/DoubleClick,19 Microsoft/LinkedIn,20 and Facebook/WhatsApp.21 Data also drove the Commission’s Google Android case22 and the Commission’s pending examination of Amazon’s practices focuses on Amazon’s use for its own benefit of third-party retailer data.23

Indeed the DOJ’s head of antitrust has recently given a ringing endorsement of the principle, contrasting with an earlier absence of U.S. enthusiasm.24 As mentioned by the FCO,25 the
Facebook decision also responds to recent reforms to the German Competition Act which made it explicit that access to data is a relevant factor to assess market dominance: “In particular in the case of multi-sided markets and networks, in assessing the market position of an undertaking account shall also be taken of ... 4. the undertaking’s access to data relevant for competition.” This statutory amendment puts to rest any German debate on the issue, but the point is in any event beyond doubt in other jurisdictions.

From this starting point, the FCO analyzes the creation and maintenance of Facebook’s dominant position through the large datasets Facebook assembles, applying customary principles. In this context the FCO concludes that Facebook’s economies of scale and the significance of direct network effects have marginalized Facebook’s competitors because Google+ and the smaller German players cannot offer users the possibility to connect with similar numbers of other users. Users are therefore unlikely to switch and there was no evidence of users multi-homing and using different social networks in parallel. Facebook, on the other hand, the FCO found, can use the vast amount of data to optimize its own service and tie more users to its network, to the detriment of alternative social network providers.

The FCO’s analysis also focuses on one aspect particularly important in relation to user data: personalized advertising. The FCO finds that “the attractiveness and value of the advertising spaces increase with the amount and detail of user data.” It is challenging for alternative ad-funded social networks to enter the market because they need a large private user base to succeed. Without a critical mass of users, the social network will not be sufficiently attractive for advertisers.

But, as mentioned above, users are unlikely to switch to an alternative which does not yet have a significant number of people on the platform. Facebook is therefore becoming more and more indispensable for advertising customers which are faced with a dominant player for advertising space on social networks. The value of data in the online advertising space is already the subject of a French and German sector inquiry. The Commission has also examined online advertising markets, e.g. in Microsoft/LinkedIn the Commission examined the effect of the parties’ concentrated datasets on online advertising services, in Telefonica UK/Vodafone UK/Everything Everywhere/JV the Commission analyzed whether competing providers of advertising services would be foreclosed, in Google/DoubleClick the Commission assessed whether the acquisition of DoubleClick’s display and ad serving technology by Google could lead to foreclosure based on the combination of databases on customer online behavior. Most recently, the Google Android case examined how Google’s contractual terms ensured continuous data flows for Google’s own advertising service.

Based on the available materials, the FCO has conducted an analysis of direct and indirect network effects based on the concentration of data and foreclosure of rivals. It is obvious that data collection and processing are in that respect economic activities which are relevant under competition law. The detail of that analysis will be of interest, once the full decision is available for the demonstration of market power and foreclosure effects, going beyond the loss of choice for private users resulting from Facebook’s exploitative business terms. While the headlines greeting the case have focused on the GDPR nexus, this part of the decision, based on more familiar economics, is also of great significance.

Finally: will we see an export to other jurisdictions of the FCO’s joining of data protection and antitrust law principles? The reasoning is grounded in German constitutional rights but the protection of personal data is also recognized as a specific right in the European Charter
of Fundamental Rights:

42 this is a horizontal right which protects not only against interference by the state, but against any processing that does not meet minimum safeguards. The European Commission - and other national authorities - can be inspired directly from the overriding Charter principle of minimum safeguards, many of which are specified in Article 8(2) of the Charter itself. Dominant firms can afford to be “more casual about users’ privacy than others. There is no reason for antitrust regulators to treat this beyond their reach ... the fairness of ‘trading conditions’ - here the provision of the online service in return for extensive (and often unwitting) waiver of privacy rights - is explicitly a criterion within Article 102.” There is therefore no reason that a similar result which takes into account that users have de facto no choice but to sign up to Facebook’s terms and conditions while direct and indirect network effects strengthen Facebook’s position and keep users locked-into its ecosystem, cannot be reached under EU competition rules applying the “unfair trading conditions” abuse foreseen in Article 102 TFEU. The Austrian, Dutch, Italian, and Spanish competition authorities have already voiced interest in the findings of the FCO and the potential parallels in their jurisdictions.46
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On February 6, 2019, the German Bundeskartellamt (“FCO”) concluded that Facebook had infringed German competition law by violating the European General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). The decision, a Russian doll of sorts, uneasily straddles the line between competition policy and data protection (which lies outside of the FCO’s competence). It ultimately pushes competition law far beyond its natural confines and takes an unduly restrictive view of various provisions contained in the GDPR.

The FCO’s Convoluted Theory of Harm

The FCO’s decision rests on three necessary findings (in addition to the usual requirements of market definition, market power, etc.):

First, Facebook combines personal data from third-party websites with user profiles generated on the Facebook platform. This interweaving notably occurs when users visit a website that has embedded Facebook’s “Like” or “Share” buttons, and when users register or login to these sites using their Facebook credentials. Doing so allowed Facebook to track users’ behavior to and from these sites, though the extent of this monitoring is not entirely clear.

Second, this practice allegedly violated Europe’s GDPR. Article 6 of the GDPR sets out a limited number of grounds upon which companies may lawfully process data. These notably include “user consent” and “necessity for the performance of the underlying contract.” According to the FCO, Facebook’s behavior did not fall within one of these limited justifications. Of these requirements, Facebook’s alleged failure to obtain users’ consent is perhaps most surprising. Though Facebook’s terms of service did provide for this eventuality, the FCO argued that “take it or leave it” offers could not be equated with consent. In other words, users’ consent was only valid if they could opt-out of some terms while maintaining access to the Facebook platform. According to the FCO, this was not the case here.

Third, Facebook’s behavior was found to be a “manifestation of market power.” This condition is critical. Without it, Facebook’s conduct would not be relevant as far as German competition law is concerned. It would thus fall exclusively to data protection authorities. But therein lies one of the case’s most problematic aspects. It is relatively uncontroversial that market power is not necessary to enforce the type of contractual terms which Facebook implemented. Sensing this weakness, the FCO argued instead that Facebook’s behavior “impedes competitors because Facebook gains access to a large number of further sources by its inappropriate processing of data and their combination with Facebook accounts.” This interpretation seems hard to square with German competition law. “Manifestation of” is clearly not synonymous with “impedes competitors.”

What Next?

Failure to successfully appeal the decision would have important ramifications for Facebook’s business in Germany. In order to comply with the decision, Facebook must either refrain from combining data from third-party websites with user profiles, or obtain users’ “consent” to do so (presumably by giving them the option to opt out of this specific processing). The latter option seems far more likely.

One solution would be for Facebook to allow users to opt out of this type of processing via its Privacy Settings page (and allow them to continue using its services when they exercise
that option). This is, for instance, what Twitter has done. Another option would be for Facebook to seek users’ consent at the source of these “likes,” “shares,” and “logins.” Using these functions currently causes a Facebook window to pop up on third-party websites. It would not be particularly difficult to ask for users’ consent at that point (and only then merge their data). This could potentially alleviate the FCO’s concerns. Users’ potential refusal would only prevent them from using a specific function of the Facebook platform (which is inherently linked to the collected data), rather than the entire platform. Facebook will have to figure out which of these options (or other alternatives) produces the best results in terms of user consent and data generation.

Given the potential impact of these design choices on Facebook’s business model and profitability, it is no surprise that it has decided to appeal the FCO’s decision. In that respect, Facebook has a key advantage. Because the FCO’s decision rests on both German competition law and the GDPR, Facebook will be able to rely on both sets of provisions to sustain its appeal.

The FCO Overshot the Mark

The late Justice Scalia famously warned that it is wrong to conflate the goals of regulation and those of antitrust enforcement. The FCO’s Facebook decision is proof, if any were needed, that he was onto something. Not only does the case extend German competition law far beyond its natural limits, it also marks a wholly unnecessary foray into the intricacies of data protection regulation (which should have been left to competent data protection authorities).

For a start, the decision is bad as a matter of competition policy. There is tremendous value in being able to integrate services, such as Facebook’s, within third-party websites (notably via “like,” “share,” and “login” buttons). For instance, functions like Facebook’s secure login makes it much faster to register on third-party websites, potentially increasing competition to the benefit of consumers. It is thus eminently desirable that Facebook be allowed to earn something in return for this valuable product (potentially in the form of data).

Critics may retort that users are insufficiently informed to make these decisions, and they may well be right. But assessing whether companies’ data policies are clear and transparent is the mission of Europe’s data protection authorities, not the FCO. The GDPR notably requires that every member of a national supervisory authority has “the qualifications, experience and skills, in particular in the area of the protection of personal data, required to perform its duties and exercise its powers.” This is simply not the case for the FCO. In other words, the FCO is only competent to review data protection issues insofar as they have anticompetitive effects.

Which brings us to the next problem with the FCO’s decision. Though exploitative abuses (such as the one in this case) are undeniably a part of the European legal landscape, they are usually confined to behavior that is made possible by a firm’s market power. The FCO saw fit to ditch this rule in favor of a much looser requirement that Facebook’s alleged infringement of the GDPR “impedes competitors.” But that is true of virtually all violations of law. If one believes - as argued by Gary Becker - that firms disobey the law because it increases their profits, then infringements systematically affect their competitive position vis-à-vis rivals who abide by the law. The German FCO’s stance would mean that virtually every legal infringement by a dominant company could amount to abusive behavior. This in
turn would threaten the delicate balance that these legal instruments have achieved between over and under-deterrence. Not to mention the fact that competition authorities are obviously not well placed to judge whether firms have violated other legal provisions.

Finally, even if Facebook’s behavior was enabled by its market position, the FCO takes an extremely narrow view of “consent.” The GDPR provides that consent must be “freely given” and that this is not the case “if the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is dependent on the consent despite such consent not being necessary for such performance.” In other words, it does not explicitly preclude “take it or leave it” offers, but leaves them to the appreciation of relevant data protection authorities (who must notably determine whether data processing is “necessary” in a given case). Letting competition authorities take point on such matters threatens the coherent application of the GDPR. The FCO’s conclusion that users have not freely consented to Facebook’s terms of service, because they have no alternatives to the Facebook platform, is equally dubious. Users can share photos on Tumblr, Flickr, Snapchat, or Pinterest. They can read newsfeeds on Twitter and Google News. And they can send instant messages on Snapchat, WeChat, Telegram, Google Hangouts, Signal, and even SMS. This is not to say that these are necessarily in the same relevant market as Facebook. But it does undermine the idea that consumers are somehow coerced into joining the Facebook platform, and that this invalidates their consent to Facebook’s terms of service.

To summarize, the FCO is acting as a self-appointed enforcer of data protection rules. In doing so, it seems to have forgotten that its mission is not to monitor firms’ data collection policies but to preserve competition. Although it goes to great lengths in order to establish that these are one and the same, its decision is ultimately unconvincing. We may not like Facebook’s data processing practices, and they might plausibly infringe the highly restrictive GDPR, but it was not up to the German competition authority to make that call.
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Introduction

On February 6, 2019, the Bundeskartellamt (“BKA”) decided that certain companies belonging to the Facebook group (“Facebook”) had abused their dominant position. The abuse consisted in making the use of Facebook’s social network (“Facebook.com”) by private users residing in Germany conditional upon their consent to Facebook obtaining private users’ data generated on the other Facebook’s services WhatsApp, Oculus, Masquerade, and Instagram, and on third-party websites and mobile apps that use Facebook’s programming interfaces (“Facebook Business Tools”) for the purpose of combining them with data generated on Facebook.com and using them for advertising and profiling.

Facebook was found to be dominant on the German social network market for private users. The abusive conduct consisted in a breach of the European General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) in that Facebook did not have a legal basis for processing the data in question. The BKA further determined that, while it was not necessary that the conduct was possible only because of market power, it was a “manifestation” of market power. This appears to be the crux of the theory of harm in the case and will be discussed later in this article. No fine was imposed but Facebook was ordered to bring the abusive conduct to an end.

The BKA’s decision was highly anticipated as the first major abuse of dominance case addressing the interface between data protection and competition law. As it is adopted purely under German law, this article will focus on the wider EU law and competition policy implications of the approach adopted by the BKA. In doing so, it will tackle the fundamental question as to whether privacy standards are relevant to the competitive assessment of unilateral conduct under Article 102 TFEU, discussing, first, exploitative theories of harm, and, then, exclusionary theories of harm. Finally, conclusions will be drawn.

Exploitative Theories of Harm

The BKA states that “Using and actually implementing Facebook’s data policy, which allows Facebook to collect user and device-related data from sources outside of Facebook and to merge it with data collected on Facebook, constitutes an abuse of a dominant position on the [German] social network market in the form of exploitative business terms.” The very title of the Case Summary published by the BKA is “Facebook, Exploitative business terms pursuant to Section 19(1) GWB for inadequate data processing.” It seems, therefore, that the abuse in question has been categorized as exploitative. The exploitation would consist in applying terms and conditions that are a “manifestation of market power or superior power” or are inappropriate given the constitutional rights involved, which include the “fundamental right to informational self-determination.”

It is often said that Article 102 TFEU explicitly prohibits exploitative abuses and that, therefore, this is the law in the European Union. This is, of course, not the case. The text of Article 102 allows for an interpretation of the prohibition of abuse of dominance that includes exploitative abuses but does not so require. The case law has interpreted the prohibition of “unfair” prices or trading conditions as including exploitative abuses but, equally, the case law considers predatory pricing as a form of “unfair” prices. A price or a trading term may be “unfair” because of its effect on competitors rather than unfair because of its effect on customers. In any event, the case law is now clear that so-called excessive prices or excessively onerous trading conditions can be an abuse of dominance purely because
of their effect on customers. The category of exploitative abuses has thus been created in EU law.

An exploitative abuse can consist not only in the charging of excessive high prices but also in the application of abusive terms and conditions. The case law on exploitative trading conditions is scarce and fairly old. In *BRT v. SABAM*, the Court of Justice was asked to rule on whether the Belgian collecting society SABAM was abusing its dominant position by requiring authors to assign to it all categories of copyright in respect of current and future works and to give to it the power to exercise the assigned rights for five years after the withdrawal of a member. The Court said that, in assessing the “fairness” of the clause, all relevant interests had to be taken into account “for the purpose of ensuring a balance between the requirement of maximum freedom for authors, composers, and publishers to dispose of their works and that of the effective management of their rights” by the collecting society. The test resembled closely a proportionality assessment whereby the Court considered, first, the objective of the clause, and then whether there were any less restrictive alternatives to achieving the objective pursued.

In *Tetra Pak II*, the Commission considered a number of clauses in the sale and leasing of Tetra Pak’s machines and cartons abusive. The overall purpose of the clauses in question was exclusionary and, therefore, the infringement cannot be analyzed as a purely exploitative abuse. However, the case is an interesting illustration of the types of clause that have been found to be exploitative in application of the proportionality test. Such clauses included, for instance, clauses in sale contracts prohibiting any additions or modifications to Tetra Pak’s machines and prohibiting the customer from even moving the machines, which were held to be “additional obligations which have no connection with the purpose of the contract and which deprive the purchaser of certain aspects of his property rights.” In *DSD*, the dominant undertaking made available facilities for the collection of sales packaging and managed the recovery process. It held a trademark, *der Grüne Punkt* (literally, the green dot), which, when affixed on packaging, signaled to consumers that they could dispose of the waste through DSD’s systems. Distributors using the DSD’s system were required to pay a fee, which depended on the packaging on which the distributor affixed the trademark. The distributor was under an obligation to affix the trademark to all registered packaging for domestic consumption. Therefore, the fee was payable also in respect of packaging that was collected either by the customer directly under a self-management solution or by a competitor of DSD. The Commission held that DSD was imposing unfair trading terms on its customers because it failed to comply with the principle of proportionality, which was interpreted as requiring the balancing of all the relevant interests. The Commission held that DSD did not have “any reasonable interest in linking the fee payable by its contractual partners not to the... service actually used but to the extent to which the mark is used.”

This case law and Commission practice are capable, in theory, of supporting a finding of abuse by a dominant social network if its privacy policy is “unfair” under Article 102(a) because it is disproportionate or has no connection with the purpose of the contract with the end user. Superficially, there is a parallel between cases like *BRT v. SABAM, Tetra Pak II*, and *DSD*, on the one hand, and *Facebook*, on the other. In *Facebook*, the BKA has also concluded that Facebook’s privacy policy was “neither required for offering the social network as such nor for monetizing the network through personalized advertising, as a personalized network could also be based to a large extent on the user data processed in the context of operating the social network.” It also applied a broad proportionality test, balancing all relevant interests, including constitutional rights. The question is, however,
not one of superficial similarity of the tests, as clearly “unfairness” or “proportionality” are principles applied across very many legal fields, for purposes as different as assessing self-defense at a murder trial or implying a price into a contract for the sale of soya beans. The issue is not, therefore, one of the forms of the tests but whether the harm addressed under whatever test for exploitative abuses is applied is a harm that competition law aims at protecting. Article 102 cannot be used to pursue objectives other than the protection of competition. If an EU institution were to use Article 102 to pursue extraneous objectives, this would be a misuse of power under Article 263 TFEU.

This is true of exclusionary abuses as it is true of exploitative abuses. An exploitative abuse does not, technically, involve a restriction of the process of competition but is still the result of the exercise of market power unconstrained by effective competition. While there is no restriction of competition as such, the harm addressed is still competitive harm in the form of prices significantly and persistently above the competitive level or, more rarely, trading conditions significantly and persistently more onerous than those that would prevail under conditions of effective competition. Whereas as regards exclusionary conduct it may be argued that the behavior of the dominant undertaking can be behavior that a non-dominant undertaking can also engage in, the same cannot be said as regards exploitative abuses.

For example, pricing below cost to harm a rival is conduct that may be carried out by a non-dominant firm. This does not mean that predation cannot be an abuse of dominance when carried out by a dominant undertaking. On the other hand, an exploitative abuse can, by definition, only be carried out by a dominant undertaking because the exploitation that Article 102, as interpreted by the case law, prohibits is not any exploitation of customers by a business but only the exploitation consisting in a particularly severe form of exercise of market power. Therefore, exploitative conduct caught by Article 102 is only exploitation caused, or made possible, by the fact that the undertaking engaging in such conduct is dominant. A non-dominant undertaking must be, therefore, unable to carry out that very same conduct - or at least unable to carry it out profitably. If a price for a given product can be profitably charged by a non-dominant undertaking, that price cannot be exploitative within the meaning of Article 102. By the same token, a mere breach of the GDPR, however serious and however extensive, that can be profitably committed by any firm, can never be an exploitative abuse.

This does not mean that a breach of the GDPR or, more broadly, substandard levels of data protection, can never be an exploitative abuse. For example, in the Facebook case, it can be argued that, when the basis for the processing of data is the data subject’s consent, a dominant undertaking is capable of extracting consent of such a scope that a non-dominant undertaking would not be able to obtain. This is, of course, a matter of evidence in each individual case. However, it is significant that Article 7(4) of the GDPR provides that, “when assessing whether consent is freely given, utmost account shall be taken of whether, inter alia, the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is conditional on consent to the processing of personal data that is not necessary for the performance of that contract.” This suggests that the fact that the performance of a contract is conditional on unnecessary consent is considered problematic regardless of the dominant position of the data controller. Whether or not the data controller is dominant, making the performance of a contract conditional on unnecessary consent is an indication that consent is not freely given.
It is also a type of harm that the GDPR considers as constituting a defect in the giving of consent that invalidates the legal basis for the processing of data under Article 6(1)(a) of the GDPR. This strongly suggests that this is not, in itself, competitive harm. For this type of defect in the giving of consent to be turned into competitive harm it would have to be established that: (a) only a dominant firm would be capable of extracting the consent in question and no other firm could profitably do so; and (b) the consent extracted by the dominant firm is significantly and persistently more onerous than that which would prevail under conditions of effective competition. The Case Summary published by the BKA does not allow for a full analysis of the decision, but the reasons set out therein do not appear to support the conclusion that Facebook’s conduct: (a) was only made possible by dominance and (b) consisted in the application of a privacy policy significantly and persistently more onerous than that which would have prevailed under competitive conditions. The only reason the BKA offers to support an exploitative theory of harm from a causation perspective refers to a doctrine of “normative causality” in that “data protection law considers corporate circumstances like market dominance, the concrete purpose and the amount of data processed in its justifications, i.e. Facebook’s market position is significant when assessing the violation.” It is not easy to understand the precise meaning of this reasoning but it appears that it falls short of the test highlighted above.

In conclusion, an exploitative abuse theory such as that apparently applied in the Facebook case would not have a solid basis under EU competition law. While, at first sight, it might appear that the case law and the Commission have applied a broad proportionality test to the assessment of trading conditions under Article 102, what is always necessary under EU law is that the harm caused by such trading conditions is competitive harm in the form of a particularly severe form of exercise of market power. In light of the published material, it does not appear that the BKA has met this test.

Exclusionary Theory of Harm

In the section titled “Manifestation of market power” of the Case Summary, the BKA points out that:

Facebook’s conduct ... impedes competitors because Facebook gains access to a large number of further sources by its inappropriate processing of data and their combination with Facebook accounts. It has thus gained a competitive edge over its competitors in an unlawful way and increased market entry barriers, which in turn secures Facebook’s market power towards end customers. It is not clear whether this exclusionary theory of harm does translate, in the decision, in a finding of exclusionary abuse. In light of the published Case Summary, FAQ, and Press Release, probably not. If it did, however, this would be a solid basis for intervention under EU competition law.

First, at the most general level, Facebook’s conduct would fall within the definition of exclusionary abuse in Post Danmark I as:
hindering the maintenance of the degree of competition existing in the market or the growth of that competition.\textsuperscript{35}

Obtaining data in breach of the GDPR cannot be described as normal competition or competition on the merits. And if the effect of such unlawful conduct is to foreclose actual and potential competitors from the relevant social network or online advertising markets to the detriment of consumers, then the conduct under review can, in principle, be abusive.

Second, unlawful conduct that strengthens or protects a dominant position is, again in principle, likely to cause consumer harm. Consumer harm is not only direct harm to consumers but also harm that results from a restriction of an effective competitive process.\textsuperscript{36} The foreclosure of competitors on the relevant social network or online advertising markets, thereby protecting or strengthening Facebook’s market power on either or both markets, is likely to cause consumer harm. Such consumer harm is distinct from the harm caused by a possible breach of the GDPR. The harm caused by a breach of the GDPR is the processing of data without the required legal basis and, in particular, without a freely given consent. The harm caused by foreclosure, on the other hand, would consist in the higher prices, lower quality, and reduced innovation resulting from Facebook’s dominance. An element of such competitive harm may well be substandard levels of privacy protection. But then this harm would still be different for a mere breach of the GDPR because it would have been caused by foreclosure rather than simply by Facebook’s breach of the GDPR. A parallel with the analysis of prices may be instructive. Unless they are a means to exclusion, like in a constructive refusal to supply scenario, high prices under Article 102 could be one of three things: (a) purely manifestation of dominance, which is not prohibited; (b) in exceptional circumstances, an exploitative abuse if they are significantly and persistently above the competitive level; (c) consumer harm resulting from an exclusionary abuse. Under an exploitative theory of harm, substandard levels of privacy protection would fall under (b). Under an exclusionary theory of harm, they would fall under (c).

Third, conduct that is unlawful under other legal rules may well constitute abusive exclusionary conduct. In AstraZeneca, the dominant undertaking had made misleading representations to patent offices in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Norway, and before national courts in Germany and Norway.\textsuperscript{37} These representations led, in certain circumstances, to the granting of exclusive rights to which the dominant undertaking was not entitled (at all or for the period for which they were granted).\textsuperscript{38} It was clear that, by its conduct, the dominant undertaking had obtained the grant of exclusive rights to which it was not entitled and which could be annulled.\textsuperscript{39} This means that conduct that brings about an unlawful consequence\textsuperscript{40} for which there is an alternative remedy under EU (or national law), can still be an abuse of dominance. \textit{A fortiori} this applies to conduct that misleads or forces data subjects into providing too much data to a dominant undertaking. Such conduct not only brings about an unlawful consequence (personal data is acquired in breach of the GDPR) but the conduct itself (not obtaining valid consent as a legal basis for the processing of the data) is unlawful. Indeed, it is surprising that it is sometimes disputed that conduct unlawful under other rules can also amount to an abuse of dominance. Of course, conduct unlawful under other rules cannot automatically, as a general principle, be also an abuse of dominance. All the ingredients of the abuse must be present, including not only dominance but also the anti-competitive effect (for example, foreclosure of as efficient competitors). But it seems obvious that if the behavior of the dominant undertaking also breaches other rules, such as the GDPR, this is a strong indication, or perhaps even conclusive evidence, that such behavior is not competition on the merits.
Fourth, it is conceivable - although this is a matter of proof in each individual case - that unlawfully obtaining data that actual or potential competitors are unable to obtain, by reason of their smaller scale, their more limited or no “vertical” or “lateral” integration, and, last but not least, their compliance with the law, could make entry more difficult or impossible. This does not depend on whether data are an “essential facility” - a concept that is quite difficult to apply to data, save perhaps in very exceptional circumstances. It is sufficient, in light of the general foreclosure test, that the “data asymmetry” that the unlawful conduct creates hinders “the maintenance of the degree of competition existing in the market or the growth of that competition,” that is, that the “data asymmetry” has a likely foreclosure effect.

Fifth, this exclusionary theory of harm has the advantage that it does not encroach upon the powers of data protection regulators and does not “merge” competition law into data protection law, thus keeping the two legal tools, and enforcement mechanisms, distinct and complementary, as they should be as a matter of policy and as they have been envisaged by the EU Legislature. While the conduct reviewed under Article 102 and under the GDPR would still be partially the same, the overlap is limited to an element of the anti-competitive behavior, that is, the failure to obtain a valid consent from end users. However, Article 102 TFEU would require, in addition, not only proof of dominance but also proof of foreclosure detrimental to consumers. And the consumer harm addressed would be - as explained earlier - clearly distinct from the harm that the GDPR aims at addressing.

Conclusion

The Facebook decision of the BKA could have brought some clarity to the role that privacy standards play in competition analysis. Instead, at least on the basis of the limited material published so far, it does precisely the opposite. It blurs the boundaries between competition enforcement, data protection and consumer law, depriving competition policy of its distinct identity. Some commentators will say that data protection and privacy standards should be a competition concern and that competition policy should evolve to be able to deal with the challenges posed by the digital economy. Put in this way, the argument is convincing.

This article shows that privacy standards can indeed be relevant to the competitive assessment of unilateral conduct, both under an exploitative theory of harm (in those jurisdictions that adopt this approach) and under an exclusionary theory of harm. However, the “harm” that competition law can address is only harm to “competition.” A mere breach of the GDPR by a dominant undertaking is not harm to competition even if the firm in question has a stronger bargaining power vis-à-vis the end users than other firms that could commit similar breaches.

The remedies for breaches of the GDPR are at hand and equivalent to competition remedies. A supervisory authority established under the GDPR has the power, inter alia, to order firms to bring their operations into compliance with the GDPR and to impose fines of up to 4 percent of the total worldwide annual turnover of the preceding financial year. If dominant undertakings, as well as breaching the GDPR, also manipulate privacy standards in a way that is either a particularly severe form of exercise of market power amounting to an exploitative abuse or exclusionary of actual or potential competitors so as to constitute an exclusionary abuse, then, subject to the principle of ne bis in idem, they would also breach competition law but not simply because they are dominant and they breached the GDPR but because, by
breaching the GDPR or manipulating privacy standards, they have brought about the district, specific harm to competition that Article 102 prohibits.
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